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Abstract: The digitization of the fashion industry diversified consumer segments, and consumers
now have broader choices with shorter production cycles; digital technology in the fashion industry
is attracting the attention of consumers. Therefore, a system that efficiently supports the searching
and recommendation of a product is becoming increasingly important. However, the text-based
search method has limitations because of the nature of the fashion industry, in which design is a very
important factor. Therefore, we developed an intelligent fashion technique based on deep learning
for efficient fashion product searches and recommendations consisting of a Sketch-Product fashion
retrieval model and vector-based user preference fashion recommendation model. It was found
that the “Precision at 5” of the image-based similar product retrieval model was 0.774 and that of
the sketch-based similar product retrieval model was 0.445. The vector-based preference fashion
recommendation model also showed positive performance. This system is expected to enhance
consumers’ satisfaction by supporting users in more effectively searching for fashion products or by
recommending fashion products before they begin a search.
Keywords: deep learning; convolutional neural network (CNN); generative adversarial network
(GAN); Image2Vec; fashion recommendation

1. Introduction
The size of the domestic and overseas fashion market is steadily increasing. It is expected that the
size of the domestic fashion market will grow by 8.8% in 2024 compared to its size in 2020, resulting
in a market size of USD (United States dollars) $26.288 million [1,2]. In particular, the apparel and
fashion online market is estimated to be USD $113 million in 2018, and it is annually growing by 18%,
of which mobile shopping accounts for approximately 40% [3].
The fashion industry encompasses not only apparel but also various products such as bags,
shoes, and accessories. Through the automation, advancement, and digitization of production and
distribution, the fashion industry has a new paradigm. With the digitization of the fashion industry,
the system analyzes the fashion wants of consumers and attempts to quickly meet consumer needs.
Therefore, the digital technology of the fashion industry is attracting the attention of consumers of
many segments and who have a wider range of selections because of the shortened production cycle.
In addition, as the number of consumers using smart devices exceeds 10 million, it plays an important
role as a new e-commerce platform [4]. Reviewing the growth rate by distribution channel, the sales of
offline store retailers, which were formerly traditional apparel sales channels, decreased, while sales of
non-store retailers such as online or mobile retailers have the highest growth rate. In particular, the
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online fashion market was expected to continue to grow at a rate of 16% per annum from 2011 to 2016
and to 20% from January to September 2017, compared to the same period of the previous year. It is
expected to become a major channel in the fashion industry in the future [5].
When purchasing fashion apparel on an e-commerce platform, it is very different from purchasing
in an offline retail store, as a wider range of fashion products are available. Therefore, a system
that more efficiently supports users in searching for the product they want and recommending a
desired product is increasingly important. In other words, in the field of fashion where visual factors
and design characteristics are important, there are many limitations to expressing only using text.
However, the existing fashion retrieval system uses a text-based retrieval method based on the attribute
information of the product (product name, category, brand name, etc.). Because of the nature of the
fashion industry, which has a strong design factor, a text-based search method has limitations in
providing satisfactory search results. Recently, several systems such as “shopping how” and “smart
lens” that search for products using fashion photographs were implemented, but they did not achieve
satisfactory or meaningful performance. Additionally, when using these systems, consumers must
search for the image of the product online or they must photograph products themselves.
Because of the rapid growth of the fashion market, consumers can obtain various desired fashion
apparel. This provides an advantage to consumers by giving them more options, but it also results in a
disadvantage in that it is difficult to find the desired style online. When looking for desired apparel,
general consumers do not know which keywords they should use to find such a style, although they
perceive the style they would like. Therefore, in online shopping malls, there is a need to understand
the preferred styles to provide a customized recommendation service to overcome these limitations
and to provide satisfactory services.
Accordingly, this study developed intelligent fashion techniques for Sketch-Product and
personalized coordination. This system is composed of a Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model
that can resolve the limitations of a picture image search, overcoming the restrictions of a traditional
text-based search method, as well as a vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model,
applying an implicit user fashion profiling method that is different from the conventional profiling
method to overcome the limitations of the preferred fashion profiling. The Sketch-Product fashion
retrieval model works as follows: a user sketches a fashion product that he/she wants, which is
up-sampled to the level of a product image using a generative adversarial network (GAN) technology;
the GAN then extracts the properties of the up-sampled product image as vector values and searches
the vector space for similar images. The vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model
works as follows: a profile acquired through professional filtering based on a deep neural network
(DNN) is pre-trained and set as the basic weight value of the recommendation model, and customized
coordination fashions are recommended as the weight values are learned for the individual as time
passes based on preferred fashion profiling.
In Section 2, research related to the development of the deep-learning-based intelligent fashion
technique for Sketch-Product and personalized coordination to search and recommend fashion products
is outlined, and previously developed technologies are explained. In Section 3, the Sketch-Product
fashion retrieval model and the vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model are
explained. In Section 4, experimental methods and results are described. In Section 5, the conclusion
of this study is presented.
2. Related Works
2.1. User Fashion Profiling and Style Recommendation
User fashion profiling in a shopping mall can be divided into two types: static profiling through
surveys and dynamic profiling through the analysis of the behavioral history of the user.
Static profiling follows the survey method, and Stitch Fix falls in this category. Stitch Fix collects
information such as size, body type, preferred price, and preferred style (Bohemian or Edge) through a
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five-step online survey for the profiling of a user’s preferred fashion [6]. It proposes the final preferred
fashion products using the collected information through machine learning such as logistic regression
and support vector machine, as well as the advice of fashion professionals [7].
Dynamic profiling utilizes log information based on the users’ clicks on the site. This profiling
is based on the behavioral history such as previous purchase history [8]. This can be automatically
associated with preferred fashion recommendations. Amazon uses this type, which is also the
case with Amazon’s recommendation system. Amazon has a separate category for apparel and
offers recommendations with information such as previous purchases. Amazon provides a real-time
recommendation service using item-to-item collaborative filtering. The item-to-item collaborative
filtering method lists items that are rated as similar to those purchased by the user in the recommendation
list, and then recommends items that other buyers tend to purchase together [9]. For the dynamic
profiling method to make a recommendation, user data should be accumulated; otherwise, it may
result in the issue of a cold start, a chronic issue in collaborative filtering [10]. The model proposed in
this study is a new type of effective profiling method.
In the past, style recommendations for apparel were merely to identify and recommend the
consumers’ favorite fashion through surveys. However, in recent years, various attempts were made
in recommending apparel because of the development of deep learning technology [11]. Charles et al.
(2018) conducted a study to recommend products by providing users with interpretive feedback on
their personal preferences using visual information regarding their favorite apparel product images to
overcome the limitations of image feature extraction using convolutional neural network (CNN), where
information is expressed too highly, making it difficult to interpret [12]. However, the study focused on
a black-box design, which is among the essential problems of deep learning, using a different approach
from the method proposed in this study.
2.2. Implicit User Fashion Profiling Method
The implicit user fashion profiling method, as proposed in this study, collects data needed for
learning using the implicit profiling method in which the user selects their preferred style among the
fashion styles that the system proposes. This method uses the term implicit because the system can
collect the characteristics of the style inherent in the pictures, and users do not have to separately
mention or record their favorite style by selecting a preferred style from the pictures.
The implicit user fashion profiling collection system provides two styles of top and bottom as
shown in Figure 1 at random. The user can select their preferred style from the image pictures.
If there is no preferred style in the pictures, then the system can provide the next set of style images.
Through the implicit user fashion profiling collection system, each user has a preferred style image
profile. Through the collected individual profile, the system learns a user’s preferred coordination
recommendation model that recommends top and bottom, as well as a matching recommendation
model that recommends top or bottom. The implicit user fashion profiling collects learning data in
two manners: filtering by professionals and data collection from general users.

Figure 1. Overview of the implicit fashion profiling system.
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2.2.1. Filtering by Professionals
There are two purposes to performing “filtering by professionals”. Firstly, before providing
general users with fashion styles, it filters the styles that users will not prefer according to the
opinions of fashion professionals that are saved beforehand. Secondly, it is performed to reduce the
recommendation weight of similar style images, when teaching the model to recommend top or bottom
or top and bottom matching.
2.2.2. User Profiling
General users obtain style images through a profiling system which is already filtered by
professionals. As the proposed images were filtered by professionals, general users can select their
preferred style from the images that were already screened for uncomfortable or unattractive styles.
2.3. Image2Vec-Based Feature Extraction Model
The bag-of-features method and scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) are two approaches to
expressing image features [13–15]. Recently, deep learning technology such as CNN was used to
extract image features. It was also utilized for image classification and pattern recognition [16–18].
Research reported that the performance of a CNN model can be improved when pre-trained and
pre-weighted values are used with a large volume of image data such as that of ImageNet [19,20].
To classify the categories of fashion images before searching for similar images and extracting
properties, the system collected fashion product images from Amazon (amazon.com) and learned
66,000 cases composed of 33 product categories using a deep residual network model that showed
good performance in the vision field and was composed of 34 pre-trained layers [21]. Table 1 shows
some categories configured using four depths.
Table 1. Amazon category samples.
Depth 1

Apparel, Shoes, and Jewelry

Depth 2

Depth 3

Depth 4

Boys

Apparel

Men

Apparel

Women

Apparel

Jackets and Coats
Shirts
Shorts
Shirts
Shorts

Afterward, it extracted fashion product image features using a learned image classification model
using a residual network with 34 layers, and it analyzed the precision to check if these features were
significant. The performance of the fashion image category classifier taught using Amazon fashion
images showed a precision of 96%.
To extract product image features from the learned deep residual networks, a global average
pooling layer was used. According to previous studies, the method using a fully connected layer for
the extraction of image features has disadvantages in that it is easy to overfit and it is highly dependent
on dropout regularization [22,23]. However, when a global average pooling layer is used, there is an
advantage in that the models can be interpreted because it directly maps the spatial average value of
the feature map with the category information [24].
Figure 2 shows the process of extracting product image features using the global average pooling
layer of the learned model. The extracted image feature vector is composed of 64 dimensions, and they
are embedded in three-dimensional space after the dimension of the extracted product image features
are reduced using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE). Figure 3 shows the result of
the embedding. It was found that the products with similar images were clustered in the embedding
space, and the extracted features yielded a meaningful image representation.
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Figure 2. Extraction of features from a fashion image using a global average pooling layer.

Figure 3. Result of image feature embedding using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE).

3. Proposed Models
This study developed intelligent fashion techniques for Sketch-Product and personalized
coordination composed of a Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model that overcomes the limitations of a
text-based search method, as well as a vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model
applying an implicit user fashion profiling method to overcome the limitations of the preferred fashion
profiling to search for and recommend fashion products.
3.1. Sketch-Product Fashion Retrieval Model
To develop the Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model, we firstly developed an image-based
similar product retrieval model. Then, a sketch-based similar product retrieval model was additionally
developed. It up-samples a sketch of the customer to the level of an image using deep learning
technology and searches vector-based similar images with the feature vector value acquired from
the up-sampled image. Figure 4 shows the structure of the Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model,
including a sketch up-sampling module, an Image2Vec-based feature extraction model, the image-based
similar product retrieval model, and the sketch-based similar product retrieval model.
3.1.1. Image-Based Similar Product Retrieval Model
Because of the inherent characteristics of the fashion domain, there are numerous types of fashion
images in a category, and the fragmentation is severe. Therefore, it is very difficult for a user to find the
product that they want using the text-based search. To resolve this problem, the image-based similar
product retrieval model searches for fashion products that are similar to the fashion image that the
user provides.
The vector space model represents the object of the search as a feature vector in space [25] and
performs a search by quantifying the similarity using cosine similarity or Euclidean distance. If the
image classifier using a CNN model is trained through a map learning method, feature vectors that
can be generalized are acquired [26–29].
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Figure 4. Structure of Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model.

If one uses the Image2Vec-based feature extraction model described in Section 2.3, the image can
be converted into a real number vector in dimension n. If the real number that is obtained from the
image is mapped in the vector space in dimension n, images with similar characteristics will be near
the original image in the vector space. Vector-based image retrieval is performed by extracting image
features of the image that the user searches, converting it to a real number vector, and arranging the
images according to the vector value.
To reduce the time complexity, an approximate nearest neighbor search based on the Hdidx library
is used to index extracted image features and save them in the retrieval engine. This can reduce the
search time by converting the image features on the high-dimensional space using the Hdidx library
into compact binary codes [30–32].
3.1.2. Sketch-Based Similar Product Retrieval Model
The sketch-based similar product retrieval model trains the Image2Vec-based feature extraction
model using the map learning method and acquires an image feature vector. Using this image feature
extraction model, it converts the fashion images for the search and query images created from the
sketch up-sampling model into vector values, and then obtains similar product search results using the
cosine similarity measurement method.
To perform a similar image search using the sketch provided by the user as a query, up-sampling
of the sketch to an image level is required. The generative adversarial network (GAN) is a generation
model used to train two contrasting neural networks [33], and it recently attracted attention in the
image generation field as it provides better results than conventional methods [34,35]. The proposed
model up-samples sketches to the level of fashion images using GAN.
To train the artificial neural network (ANN), a large volume of learning data is needed. For the
training of the sketch up-sampling model, apparel image data tagged with category information, and
the matching data between the apparel image and the sketch are needed. In the case of apparel image
data tagged with category information, one can collect the crawler of the apparel e-commerce webpage.
As most apparel sales webpages provide category information to which the corresponding apparel
belongs, one can construct learning data using this information. When an apparel image is collected,
one can convert it into a sketch using algorithms such as canny edge detection [36] or holistically nested
edge detection (HED) [37]. These sketches can be used for training the sketch up-sampling module.
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3.2. Vector-Based User Preferred Fashion Recommendation Model
The vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model is a DNN-based recommendation
model. The model learning process is divided into two stages. Firstly, it is pre-trained with profile data
acquired from pre-filtering by professionals in the fashion industry. This was conducted to provide a
default weight value to recommend fashion using the implicit user fashion profiling collection system.
Secondly, the weight value of the model acquired from the filtering process by professionals is set as
the default of the individualized model. During the learning process of the recommendation model,
the weight value set as the default is updated in the user preference profile, and it is learned according
to the user preferred styles. Using the profile data collected during the learning process, each user will
have a separate learning model.
Figure 5 shows the model overview of the whole process. Each user has a profile collected through
the system as described in Section 2.2, and the system converts the top and bottom image in the
profile to vector values using the Image2vec-based feature extraction model specified in Section 2.3.
Each image vector is used as Item1 and Item2, and they are merged into a vector through concatenation.
During the learning process, general users have a weight value that is pre-trained through filtering
by professionals as the default. When individual profiling data are added, they will be reflected in
the model through weight training. The models learned by the system are (1) a vector-based user
preferred fashion recommendation (style recommendation) and (2) a vector-based user preferred
fashion matching recommendation (apparel matching recommendation). The former recommends a
top and a bottom based on the user profile, and the latter recommends a top or a bottom matching
the top or the bottom that the user presents. In other words, when a user presents a top, the system
recommends a bottom matching the top, while, if a user presents a bottom, it recommends a top
matching the bottom.

Figure 5. Overview of the vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model.

3.2.1. Problem Formulization
The model uses the labeled data through the filtering process by professionals as learning
data, and the format of the data used for learning is a pair composed of a top and a bottom.
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The images of the top and the bottom are converted to a vector using the Image2Vec-based feature
extraction model specified in Section 2.3. The images in the profiled data are {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } ∈ top
and {b1 , b2 , . . . , bn } ∈ bottom, and they
aspair− , pair+ o∈ {0, 1} according to the preference.
n are labeled
 
+ +
+ +
+
The images are labeled as pair = t1 , b1 , t2 , b2 , . . . , tn+ , bn+ when they are those that the user
n
o
 

−
prefers and as pair− = t−
, b− , t −
, b− , . . . , (t−
n , bn ) when they are those that the user does not prefer.
2 2
1 1
Here, each image t and b can be converted to a vector as vtop and vbottom , respectively, through the
image feature extractor as follows:
vtop = ImageFeatureExtractor(t)vbottom = ImageFeatureExtractor(b)x = vtop

M

vbottom

(1)

L
The vector value for the top and the bottom can be defined through concatenation (i.e.,
).
The final model for the learning aims to maximize the distance between pair− and pair+ and to find tn+
and bn+ that satisfy the goal as follows:
argmax(t+ ,b+ )∈pair+ k score+ − score− k
n

n

(2)

3.2.2. Model Learning
x, as defined in Section 3.2.1, is used for learning through the DNN. The score value on the
preferred style is shown in Equation (3). g[l] and lth are the layer’s activation functions, while W[l] and
b[l] are the weight and bias learned in the lth layer, respectively. x+ and x− share the same weight value
of W[l] . The final score originates through the output layer. Wo and bo are the weight and the bias from
each output layer, respectively, and they are learned until the model is completed.




x+ = g[l] W[l] x + b[l] x− = g[l] W[l] x + b[l] score+ = Wo x+ + bscore− = Wo x− + b

(3)

The loss function of the proposed model is learned to optimize the point-wise ranking loss
function [38]. Point-wise ranking is used to prioritize pairs according to a relative ranking score
compared to other pairs. Following this process, the pairs with higher ranking scores can be induced
and the pair with the highest-ranking score is recommended to the user. The loss function is shown in
Equation (4).
h 

i
L = min l2 score+ − l2 (score− ), λ
(4)
where l2 is the l2-regularization [39] and λ is the minimum threshold which is set as 10 through the
heuristic experiments.
3.2.3. Fashion Matching Recommendation Model
The fashion matching recommendation model recommends a matching top or bottom when
the user presents a bottom or top, respectively. For example, if the user presents a top, the system
recommends a bottom that matches the presented top. The fashion matching recommendation model
has the same structure of the model specified in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. If the user presents t1+ , it
n


o
 
sets the input as pair+ = t1+ , b1+ , t1+ , b2+ , . . . , t1+ , bn+ to compare all bottoms that can match the
top, induces a score value, and compares them. Equation (5)n satisfies the following premise:
o if the
user would like to obtain a recommendation for the bottom as tn+ , bn+ ∈ pair+ match = tn+ or bn+ , match


becomes tn+ and the input to induce the score from the system is tn+ , b+
. Here, [k] = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}.
[k ]
argmaxmatch score+

(5)

4. Experiments and Results
To assess the Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model, a search was performed for men’s apparel.
The performance was quantitively measured, and a verification experiment of the implemented system
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was performed. Picture and category information collected from a domestic apparel e-commerce
service was used as experimental data. Using the method proposed by Isola (2017), the system learned
the tops among the men’s apparel, and the products to be searched were limited to five categories [40].
For the performance measurement, “Precision at 5” was used. When the search result product
category matched the query product category, it was defined as relevant. Test data comprised 1000
queries. Apparel pictures that were not included in the learning data were used after processing using
the HED method [41]. As the base model for the performance comparison, a method that randomly
present search results was used. As the search category was five and the proper category was one out
of five, the “Precision at 5” of the model was 0.200.
Using the image-based similar product retrieval model, we performed a similar product search
on 1000 apparel product images and measured the performance. Out of the 5000 product images from
the 1000 queries, the images that fell under the same category of the search target totaled 3871; thus,
the Precision at 5 was 0.774.
In the performance verification of the sketch-based similar product retrieval model, we obtained
5000 search results from 1000 queries. Out of these, 2227 products fell under the same category of the
search target; thus, the Precision at 5 was 0.445.
When the base model was a null hypothesis, the proposed model showed a statistically significant
difference at p < 0.01. This showed that the proposed model dismissed the null hypothesis and showed
significant performance enhancement. The performance measurement “Precision at k” was also used.
Table 2 shows the performance experiment results of each model.
Table 2. Precision at k results.
Model

k

N of Data

N of Successes

Precision at k

Image-based similar
product retrieval

1
3
5
10

1000
3000
5000
10,000

351
1838
3871
8092

0.351
0.613
0.774
0.809

Sketch-based similar
product retrieval

1
3
5
10

1000
3000
5000
10,000

183
1073
2227
4925

0.183
0.358
0.445
0.493

The experiment of the vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model was performed
on 10,000 cases of menswear web shopping mall crawling data. Each image had tagging information
such as season (spring/fall/summer/winter) and specification information such as top or bottom. In the
tagging of each data point, there was additional tagging information from fashion professionals and
information from shopping malls via crawling. Ten network layers were used, and the input vector
was composed of 64 dimensions. Each layer consisted of 500 dimensions, the batch size was set as
10, and the L2-regularizer learning rate was set as 0.01. For optimization, the Adam optimizer [42]
was used.
Figure 6a is the result of the preferred fashion recommendation of the top five tops and bottoms
through the user profile, and Figure 6b,c are the matching recommendation results for a top and bottom
that the user presented, respectively. When the user presents the clothing that he/she prefers, the
system recommends the matching pair. As it is difficult to quantitatively evaluate the individualized
fashion recommendation, it is qualitatively evaluated in this study. According to previous studies of
the individualized recommendation model, Packer et al. (2018) used an affinity vector to represent the
individualized preference and proposed a refined recommendation through a scaled affinity vector;
however, the study did not perform a quantitative evaluation. It verified the proposed model by
presenting samples of the recommendation results [12]. McAuley et al. (2015) also performed model
verification by presenting recommendation result samples of the query [41].
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Figure 6. Recommendation results: (a) example of top and bottom apparel style recommendation (top
five); (b) example of bottom matching recommendation for top apparel (top five); (c) example of top
matching recommendation for bottom apparel (top five).

5. Conclusions
The size of the fashion market is continuously increasing, and the digital industry in the fashion
market created a new paradigm. While customers can access various fashion apparel through the
digitalized paradigm and they have more options to choose from, it is not easy for them to search for the
style that they want online. General users do not know what keyword they should use to search for the
style they want. Accordingly, shopping malls need to implement a more effective information retrieval
system that should be able to recommend clothing by identifying the preference of the consumer to
resolve limitations and provide optimal service. Therefore, it is increasingly important for shopping
malls to implement a system that supports efficient searches and recommendations.
This research developed (1) a Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model that allows users to use
sketch images instead of text for their search and to obtain fashion images similar to the sketch images
as search results, and (2) a vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model using an implicit
profiling method. Intelligent fashion techniques for Sketch-Product and personalized coordination
using the aforementioned models were developed.
To develop the proposed system, we firstly developed a feature extraction model and then an
image-based similar product retrieval model. We applied technology that converts a sketch fashion
drawing to an image to develop the sketch-based similar product retrieval model. To convert the
fashion sketch to an image, we up-sampled the sketch that the user provided using GAN, converted it
to an image feature vector using the CNN, and then obtained similar images from the vector space
model. The Sketch-Product fashion retrieval model showed significantly improved performance.
It is expected that this may support potential consumers with currently insufficient keyword search
capabilities to conduct an effective fashion product search, as well as improve service satisfaction and
sales profitability.
The vector-based user preferred fashion recommendation model is pre-trained with profile data
obtained through pre-filtering by professionals and the weight of the model is set as the default. When
the user preference profile is updated, the default weight of the model is learned according to the
individual preference. The data format for the training is represented by pairs composed of a top and
bottom. The images of the tops and the bottoms are converted to vectors through the Image2Vec-based
feature extraction model. The recommended preferred fashion results showed positive performance.
If utilized in the fashion field, this model may improve customer satisfaction and increase
sales revenue by recommending the preferred style of the user before they start the search process.
At present, a system based on the proposed model is being implemented. Future studies will analyze
the performance of the system and the purchase pattern of consumers via the introduction of the
system to actual shopping mall sites.
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